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A. Scheucher and H. Kaindl, Benefits of using multivalued functions for minimaxing 
Minimaxing has been very successful in game-playing practice, although a complete explanation of why it has 
been that successful has not yet been given. In particular, it has not been shown why it should be useful- 
as it is in practice-to use mu~tivulued evaluation functions. Such functions have many distinct values as 
their result and can discriminate between positions according to the heuristic knowledge represented in these 
values. In this paper, we modify a basic pathological model by adding two assumptions regarding multivalued 
evaluation functions. These assumptions, non-uniformity of error distribution and dependency of heuristic 
values, directly relate to the properties of multivalued evaluation functions as used in practice. Simulations 
studies of our multivalued model have exhibited sharp error reductions for deeper searches using minimaxing. 
This behavior corresponds to observations in practice. The error reductions are primarily due to the improved 
evuluution quality as search depth increases. This phenomenon of lower probability of static evaluation errors 
with increasing search depth is revealed through our model, although the same evaluation function is used at 
all levels of the tree, and although its general error probability is independent of the depth. Essentially, with 
increasing search depth, the evaluation function is more frequently used on such positions that can be more 
reliably evaluated by a multivalued function with the assumed properties. This effect together with the ability 
to discriminate between positions of different “goodness” leads to the benefits of using multivalued evaluation 
functions (of appropriate granularity) for minimaxing. 
S.L. Epstein, Pragmatic navigation: reactivity, heuristics and search 
FORR (For the Right Reasons) is an architecture for learning and problem solving that integrates a possibly 
incomplete and overlapping set of solution methods to address complex problems. Each method, although it 
represents some facet of domain expertise, may vary in reliability and speed. The principal contribution of 
this paper is the extension of FORR to include situation-based behavior (the serial testing of known, triggered 
techniques for problem solving in a domain) with reactivity and heuristic reasoning. FORR categorizes methods 
as reactive, heuristic, or situation-based, and addresses problem solving with one category of methods at a 
time. A hierarchical reasoner first has the opportunity to react correctly. If no ready reaction is computed, the 
reasoner activates a set of reactive triggers for time-limited search procedures tailored to specific situations. 
If they, too, fail to produce a response, the reasoner resorts to collaboration among heuristic rationales. All 
thme components reference knowledge learned from experience. In a series of experiments, this architecture is 
shown to be effective and efficient. Ablation experiments demonstrate how each component plays an important 
role in problem solving. Additional contributions of this paper include a FORR-based, pragmatic, cognitively 
plausible approach to navigation with learned heuristic approximations that describe two-dimensional territory 
and travel experience through it, and a careful study of how situation-based behavior, reactivity, and heuristics 
interact then:. Empirical evidence demonstrates that the resultant system is both effective and efficient, and 
guidelines for generalization to other domains are provided. 
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M. Buchheit, EM. Donini, W. Nutt and A. Schaerf, A refined architecture for 
terminological systems: Terminology = Schema + Views 
Traditionally, the core of a Terminological Knowledge Representation System (TKRS) consists of a TBox or 
terminology, where concepts are introduced, and an ABox or world description, where facts about individuals 
are stated in terms of concept memberships. This design has a drawback because in most applications the 
TBox has to meet two functions at a time: on the one hand-similarly to a database schema-frame-like 
structures with type information are introduced through primitive concepts and primitive roles; on the other 
hand, views on the objects in the knowledge base are provided through defined concepts. 
We propose to account for this conceptual separation by partitioning the TBox into two components for 
primitive and defined concepts, which we call the schema and the view part. We envision the two parts to 
differ with respect to the language for concepts, the statements allowed, and the semantics. 
We argue that this separation achieves more conceptual clarity about the role of primitive and defined 
concepts and the semantics of terminological cycles. Two case studies show the computational benefits to be 
gamed from the refined architecture. 
A. Lingard and E.B. Richards, Planning parallel actions 
This paper presents an integrated view of a wide range of planning systems derived from different theoretical 
foundations. The work is motivated by the need to provide a clear foundation from which a systematic study 
of search and representation issues in planning can be conducted. An evolutionary path is identified which 
shows how the classical (state-based) planning strategy can be incrementally refined into strategies capable 
of generating parallel plans. This is achieved by considering a succession of planning strategies having a 
progressively deeper involvement with interval-based representations. Each strategy is defined in terms of 
a plan representation, truth criterion and an example plan generation procedure which maps out a clearly 
specified search graph. The capabilities and limitations of each strategy are compared. This approach enables 
much of the wisdom embedded in existing planners based on the specified strategies to be distilled and unified. 
The succession of planning strategies identified in this paper define a framework within which fundamental 
design issues can be considered such as the level of commitment a constraint-posting planner should make 
during its search for a solution. The framework also highlights the need for practical planners to prevent 
synergistic interference between paraRe actions in an efficient manner. 
P. Tadepalli and DoKyeong Ok, Model-based average reward reinforcement learn- 
ing 
P. Jonsson and C. BIckstriim, State-variable planning under structural restrictions: 
algorithms and complexity 
R.J. Howarth, Interpreting a dynamic and uncertain world: task-based control 
EM. Donini, M. Lenzerini, D. Nardi, W. Nutt and A. Schaerf, An epistemic operator 
for description logics 
0. Varis, A belief network approach to optimization and parameter estimation: 
application to resource and environmental management 
A. Bochman, On the relation between default and modal nonmonotonic reasoning 
